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Abstract 10 

Motivated by intentions of avoiding large net fluid flow and enabling a more practical 11 

airtightness test for large buildings, a low-pressure Pulse pressurisation technique was 12 

developed for measuring building airtightness at pressures that are considered more 13 

representative of that experienced by buildings under natural conditions. Due to the short and 14 

dynamic operation, this technique is able to minimize wind and buoyancy effects during the 15 

measurement of building pressure. The investigation, based on the “quasi-steady” temporal 16 

inertia model, explores a technique that generates a pressure pulse inside a building by releasing 17 

a known amount of air pulse over 1.5 second using a compressed air tank. The volumetric flow 18 

rate of the air pulse released from the tank is obtained by measuring the transient pressure in 19 

the air tank during a test run. The air leakage through the building envelope is then obtained 20 

by accounting for the compressibility of indoor air. Simultaneously, the pressure variation 21 

within the envelope of test building is monitored. Therefore, the leakage-pressure relationship 22 

of the building envelope can be obtained. The validity of the theoretical model and the 23 

assumptions on which the model is based are validated using experimental and numerical 24 

investigations. 25 
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Nomenclature 30 

 31 

Symbol  

𝐴 Area of opening (m2) 

𝑎, 𝑏 Coefficients of quadratic equation for the pressure-flow relationship 

B Constant determined by the shape of the cross-section of the opening. 

𝐶 Flow coefficient (m3·s-1·Pa-n) 
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d Diameter of opening (m) 

L Depth of opening (m) 

𝑝𝑖 Building indoor pressure, Pa; 

𝑃(𝑡) Transient pressure of air in the air tank 

𝑃(𝑡)̇  Change rate of building air pressure (Pa/s) 

𝑃0 Initial pressure of air in the compressor 

∆𝑃 Building pressure (Pa) 

∆𝑝{𝑡} Real time building pressure, (Pa) 

Q Air leakage rate (m3/s) 

𝑄4 Air permeability at 4 Pa (m3/h/m2) 

𝑄50 Air permeability at 50 Pa (m3/h/m2) 

∆𝑄 Measurement uncertainty of air leakage rate (m3/h); 

𝑄𝑝{𝑡} Transient volumetric flow rate of tank air, (m3/s) 

𝑞{𝑡} Transient building air leakage rate, (m3/s) 

𝑅 Gas constant, equal to 287.058 𝐽/𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾; 

𝑇0 Initial air temperature in the air tank 

V Building volume (m3) 

𝑉′ Volume of air tank (m3) 

  

Greek letter  

𝜇𝑖 Viscosity (Pa·s) 

𝜌𝑖 Indoor air density, (kg/m3) 

𝛾 Specific heat of air, 1.4 

𝛿𝑄 Overall error in obtaining the leakage rate, (%) 

𝛿𝑄𝐵 Bias error, (%) 

𝛿𝑄𝑃 Error caused by building pressure sensor accuracy, (%) 

𝛿𝑄𝑀 Model error, (%) 

 32 

1. Introduction 33 

1. 1. Background 34 

 35 

Defined as the unintentional movement of air through building envelope driven by the pressure 36 

difference induced under natural conditions, building infiltration is uncontrolled and impacts 37 

upon building energy use and ventilation. Therefore, good understanding of building 38 



infiltration is of high importance and typically requires the measurement of building 39 

airtightness as a practical and quick alternative to a direct measurement of building infiltration 40 

[1], which is disruptive, complex and time consuming. 41 

Airtightness is a physical property of a building fabric indicating the envelope integrity and 42 

fundamentally determines the level of infiltration.  A good level of airtightness in buildings is 43 

desirable in most regions where either indoor heating or cooling is required because studies 44 

have shown building energy consumption caused by unintended building air leakage can 45 

account for 13%-50% and 4%-20% of the overall heating and cooling demand, respectively [2, 46 

3, 4, 5, 6, 7].  This represents a significant proportion of global energy usage considering 47 

buildings are responsible for up to 40% of that and this figure goes up to 50% in developed 48 

countries [8, 9, 10]. However, designers need to be aware that the indoor air quality can be 49 

compromised if the building envelope is overly airtight, because indoor contaminants will not 50 

be diluted effectively via the infiltration. A purpose-designed ventilation strategy will therefore 51 

be required to provide sufficient fresh air for the indoor environment.  Another important 52 

factor, implicated by airtightness, is the long-term impact made by moisture transportation 53 

through the building fabric. The air exchange between indoor and outdoor environments is 54 

enhanced by poor building airtightness which then leads to the formation of condensation 55 

within the building fabric, consequently deteriorates the fabric and encourages the growth of 56 

air pollutants.  57 

It has been recognised for decades that airtightness is an important indicator of building 58 

integrity and construction quality, which is essential for buildings with good energy efficiency 59 

and indoor environment [11, 12]. Over the last few decades, global targets on the achievement 60 

of improved indoor environment at low energy cost in the building sector have witnessed the 61 

formalisation of minimum requirements on building airtightness in many countries either in 62 

building regulations or voluntary standards.  63 

 64 

1. 2. Conventional Airtightness Measurement  65 

 66 

In the conventional steady pressurisation test, known as the ‘blower door’, the airtightness 67 

measurement is typically done by installing a fan into an existing doorway within the envelope 68 

and taking several steady state measurements at multiple elevated pressures (typically 10 to 69 

60Pa). Two typical setups (door fan and duct fan) are illustrated by the schematic diagrams in 70 

Figure 1. One of the main challenges in such a test is to measure building pressure accurately 71 

under natural conditions due to the uncertain and dynamic nature of environmental conditions 72 

(particular wind) experienced by buildings. These environmentally induced pressure 73 

differentials normally lie in the vicinity of 1-4 Pa [13, 14, 15, 16, 17], which presents a 74 

challenge to the accurate measurement of low building pressure as these natural effects can 75 

present significant noise.  In order to obtain a reliable leakage-pressure correlation, this ‘noise’ 76 

needs to become a negligible component in the calculation. The random nature of these natural 77 

effects mean that such goal is difficult to achieve, so instead steady state measurements are 78 

taken at elevated pressure differentials thereby reducing the impact of the low-pressure noise.  79 



 80 

  

Figure 1 The conventional way of measuring building airtightness -steady pressurisation method (door fan 

and duct fan: in pressurisation) 

 81 

While the ‘blower door’ method has been broadly accepted as the standard means of measuring 82 

building leakage, there have been longstanding uncertainties about its accuracy [18, 19, 20, 21, 83 

22, 23]. Sherman [24] investigated the uncertainties in typical field situations derived from 84 

precision error, bias error and modelling error. Suggestions were made therein to reduce these 85 

uncertainties by taking various measures. 86 

The authors believe that large uncertainties are sometimes inevitable [25] in the conventional 87 

steady approach especially when it is used to determine low-pressure leakage, where “direct 88 

measurement of air permeability at infiltration pressures could reduce the uncertainty by a 89 

factor of three or more” [26].  90 

Further shortcomings have been discussed in scientific and practical studies [27, 28, 29], and 91 

mainly fall under three aspects: testing practicality, legislation and testing accuracy. The 92 

latter can be expanded on as follows: 93 

• Coarse interpretation of background pressure during testing [30]. 94 

• Unreliable external pressure reference (especially under windy condition) [31].  95 

• Uncertainty in extrapolating results down to low pressure. 96 

• Not testing the whole envelope. 97 

• Likelihood of opening of additional leakage pathways. 98 

• Unrealistic high measuring pressure considering hydraulically dissimilar flow at high 99 

and low pressure [13, 14, 32] . 100 

Some of these factors contribute to the conventional test method having a margin of error. This 101 

impact on the performance gap has been discussed extensively by the Zero Carbon Hub [29] 102 

and Sherman [33, 34, 35]. Enabling building construction professionals to obtain airtightness 103 

test results more conveniently and efficiently could assist in the pursuit of higher quality 104 

construction. It is also desirable to test the airtightness of a building at lower pressure 105 

differentials, such that the flow through the envelope will mimic that of a building under 106 

ambient pressures. Such factors have provided the research motivation to seek for alternative 107 



methods to overcome some of the issues shown in the steady pressurisation method [36]. 108 

Among which, the Pulse technique was originally developed to overcome the large net fluid 109 

flow and uneven pressure distribution associated with testing large buildings [37, 38, 39] by 110 

proposing a unsteady method that can be implemented flexibly to determine building 111 

airtightness at low pressures. However, the study presented herein is based on tests performed 112 

with a single Pulse unit, which is designed to test residential units and small commercial 113 

buildings. For large buildings, the underlying principle is the same but multiple units are 114 

required to release air pulse simultaneously to provide sufficient flow during testing.  115 

 116 

1. 3. The Innovative Pulse pressurisation technique 117 

 118 

The Pulse technique achieves the measurement by releasing a short air pulse (typically 1.5 119 

seconds) into the building from a compressed air system. A subsequent pressure increase in the 120 

building is instantly created, which is then followed by a steady pressure drop to deliver a 121 

'quasi-steady' flow through the building envelope.  During that process, pressure and 122 

temperature variations in the building and tank are measured with a sampling rate of 50 Hz to 123 

quantify in real time the delivered airflow rate from the tank and stored air in the building due 124 

to compressibility to establish the building’s leakage-pressure correlation. The background 125 

pressure induced by environmental conditions is accounted for in the data treatment and the 126 

method used for the adjustment is implemented by removing background pressure trend from 127 

direct pressure measurement. More technical details on how that is implemented are described 128 

by Cooper et al [32]. Figure 2 shows a typical Pulse measurement, where readings of both tank 129 

and building pressures are illustrated comprising pressure variations during the quasi-steady 130 

period and background pressure trends before the valve opens and after the valve closes. For 131 

the tank pressure readings, only the readings during the quasi-steady period are processed to 132 

determine the mass flow rate of released air in real time, whereas for the building pressure, the 133 

readings during quasi-steady period are used to account for the compressibility of air and the 134 

background pressure readings are used for pressure adjustment to account for the wind and 135 

buoyancy effects, i.e. the aforementioned background pressure. 136 

 137 

 138 

Figure 2 Pressure measurements of a typical Pulse test (tank pressure measured in bar, building pressure in Pa) 139 
[25] 140 

 141 
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To demonstrate the system structure of a typical Pulse unit and how the system works, a 142 

schematic diagram is created and shown in Figure 3. It is a standard single-tank unit comprising 143 

an air compressor (oil-free), an air tank for the storage of compressed air and a control panel 144 

used to control the actions of automated valves and acquire readings from pressure and 145 

temperature sensors. This unit is configured to measure the airtightness of small buildings, i.e. 146 

residential unit and small commercial building. Multiple tanks can be linked together to 147 

increase the test capacity to measure large buildings. The maximum working pressure of the 148 

main air tank is set to 10 bar for considerations of system cost, portability and desired unit 149 

capacity. During the Pulse test, ambient air is charged into the air tank by the compressor 150 

through a quick release air hose to a desired pressure level, usually depending on the size and 151 

leakage of the test building.  Then the compressed air is discharged into the building over a 152 

short period of time (typically 1.5 seconds) through an electronically controlled solenoid valve 153 

(V1). The pressures and temperatures of the air in the tank and building are respectively 154 

measured by pressure transducers and temperature sensors, mounted within the air tank and 155 

control box. The building integrity is maintained by adopting an internal pressure reference 156 

tank in the measurement of building pressure. This reference tank is an airtight vessel, which 157 

provides a useable pressure reference prior to the measurement by closing the valve (V2) 158 

during the measurement and opening when the test is completed to allow the pressure inside to 159 

equalise with the ambient environment. Therefore, the Pulse measurement is independent of 160 

external pressure condition as it provides a useable pressure reference based on the indoor 161 

pressure so the building pressure response to the added air pulse can be measured. Such feature 162 

allows the Pulse technique to differ itself from the conventional method, which has to rely on 163 

the presence of stable and representative outdoor pressure to achieve an accurate measurement 164 

of pressure changes when the building is subjected to addition or removal of air at a certain 165 

rate.  166 

 167 

Figure 3 System diagram of single-tank Pulse unit [42] 168 

 169 



1. 4. Aims and objectives 170 

 171 

The Pulse technique entails a dynamic approach for measuring building airtightness at low 172 

pressures. Due to the transient nature of this testing procedure, the principle and accuracy of 173 

the Pulse test is frequently questioned by peer scientists and practitioners in the field. 174 

This paper aims to present a comprehensive introduction on the theoretical background of the 175 

technique where the working principle and theoretical model are detailed. The validity of the 176 

theoretical model and assumptions on which the model is based is experimentally and 177 

numerically validated. 178 

 179 

2. Theoretical perspectives 180 

2. 1. Theory and historical development 181 

 182 

The initial working concept of the Pulse technique is shown in Figure 4, which illustrates a 183 

volume (V) of a single zone with an opening in the envelope. A piston device which is capable 184 

of making a volume change of ΔV is installed in the envelope to provide an induced pressure 185 

change by introducing a piston movement. The piston moves in the cylinder over time (t) and 186 

introduces a piston airflow to the indoor space at a volumetric airflow rate of Qp, which 187 

consequently increases the indoor pressure and simultaneously generates a rate of airflow 188 

through the opening (q). Such procedure has evolved to be simpler and more practical at a later 189 

stage and can be implemented through releasing a pulse of air via a nozzle directly from a 190 

compressed air tank; more details are introduced in the latter part of this section. 191 

 192 

Figure 4 Envelope of a single zone volume with an opening acted on by a piston movement [40] 193 

 194 

Following the continuity equation, the airflows through the building envelope during the 195 

piston movement can be described by eq.(1): 196 

 197 
1

𝜌𝑖
𝑉

𝑑𝜌𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑄𝑃{𝑡} − 𝑞{𝑡} (1) 

 198 

Where, 𝑄𝑃{𝑡}, 𝑞{𝑡} and 𝜌𝑖  are the real time volumetric flow rate of air introduced into the 199 

envelope by the piston movement, the rate of airflow leaving the envelope through the opening 200 



and density of indoor air, respectively. The term on the left of the equation accounts for the 201 

compressibility of the air in the space, which is one of the key factors for achieving good 202 

accuracy in this approach.  203 

 204 

When isentropic expansion is assumed in this process, the relationship between density 𝜌𝑖 205 

and pressure 𝑃𝑖 can be obtained as 𝑃𝑖/𝜌𝑖
𝛾

= 𝐶, where C and γ are a constant and specific heat 206 

ratio of air respectively, and  γ = 1.4. Therefore, eq.(1) changes its form to 207 

 208 

𝒒{𝒕} = 𝑸𝑷{𝒕} −
𝑽

𝜸𝑷𝒊

𝒅𝑷𝒊

𝒅𝒕
  (2) 

 209 

Based on the same principle, when the piston movement is replaced by a pulse of compressed 210 

air released from an air tank as described in section 1. 3 (Figure 3), the volumetric flow rate of 211 

the air pulse released into the volume by the air tank can be determined by eq.(3): 212 

 213 

𝑸𝑷{𝒕}  = −
𝑽′

𝜸𝝆𝒊𝑹𝑻𝟎
[

𝑷(𝒕)

𝑷𝟎
]

𝟏−𝜸

𝜸
𝑷(𝒕)̇   (3) 

 214 

Where, 𝑉′ is the volume of air tank (m3); 𝑃(𝑡), 𝑃0, 𝑇0 and 𝜌𝑖 are the transient tank air pressure 215 

(Pa), tank air pressure (Pa) and temperature (K) before the release of air pulse and density of 216 

indoor air (kg/m3), respectively; 𝑅 and 𝛾 are the gas constant (𝐽/𝑘𝑔 ∙ 𝐾) and specific heat ratio 217 

of air; 𝑃(𝑡)̇  is the first time derivative of tank air pressure, (Pa/s).  218 

Similar to the leakage measurement using a blower door method, the Pulse technique takes the 219 

measurements of building leakage over a range of pressure. It differs itself from the blower 220 

door method by achieving continuous measurement at low pressures in a dynamic manner. 221 

However, due to the rapid and unsteady approach of introducing pressure change to the indoor 222 

air, this technique faces a challenge during the measurement, i.e. the occurrence of the inertia 223 

effect of unsteady airflow through openings, which adds uncertainty to the measurement and 224 

compromises the accuracy [41]. Such flow due to the inertia effect is addressed as unsteady 225 

flow, which should be minimised in order to obtain accurate measurements. More details on 226 

how the unsteady flow is quantified is given in section 1.2 in [42].  227 

 228 

The development of the Pulse technique has gone through three stages, a unsteady technique 229 

concept of the piston unit driven by gravity [37], a practical prototype of the piston unit driven 230 

by compressed air[32, 40] and the latest more compact and portable nozzle unit [25, 27, 28, 42, 231 

48]. The historical development of the Pulse technique and its experimental investigations has 232 

been summarised by Zheng et al [43].  Experimental validations have been conducted 233 

throughout the described stages [43]; to prove the concept of the technology, validate various 234 

changes made through the developments, including hardware simplifications and firmware 235 

modifications, and also to investigate the impact of various factors to the measurement such as 236 

environmental conditions, unit location and internal barriers. The experimental studies have 237 

been performed both in sheltered laboratory conditions [49, 42] and outdoor natural conditions 238 



[25, 44]. Some of them are introduced herein alongside the numerical investigation to prove 239 

the validity of the theoretical model on which the Pulse technique is based. 240 

 241 

2. 2. Impact of tank size and opening length on inertia flow 242 

 243 

The concept of the Pulse technique or a similar approach (AC pressurisation method) has been 244 

tried in 1980s [45, 46]. Inertia effect of airflow through the opening has been the major concern 245 

for the unsteady method, as it adds uncertainty to the test results [41]. The inertia term is the 246 

third one on the right side of eq.(1) given in [42], representing the weight of unsteady flow. 247 

When the area of the opening is fixed, it is ruled by the time dependant gradient of building 248 

leakage rate 
𝑑𝑞

𝑑𝑡
 and the length of opening 𝑙𝑒. The former is determined by the configuration of 249 

the unit used for testing and selection of testing period while the latter depends on the physical 250 

form of test building. 251 

In order to evaluate how the unit configuration and capacity affects the percentage of unsteady 252 

flow, tests were carried out using units with various tank sizes, including 40 l, 50 l, 60 l and 80 253 

l, all of which used  ¾” valve. An additional configuration where the 40 l tank with a smaller 254 

valve (½”) was used for comparison with the ¾” valve to investigate the impact of valve size 255 

on the unsteady flow. 256 

Figure 5 shows the pressure pulses produced in a three-bedroom detached house with an 257 

internal volume of 343 m3 by the five different tank and valve combinations. For the 40 l, 60 l 258 

and 80 l with the same type of tank, the pulse magnitude extends higher when the tank size 259 

increases. But the increase in the magnitude is not significant. It is due to the same starting 260 

pressure and outlet size. However, the pressure gradient varies with the tank size, i.e. the greater 261 

the tank size, the smaller the pressure gradient is. Noticeably, the magnitude produced by the 262 

50 l tank is larger than 60 l and 80 l tank. The tank size and magnitude rule could have been 263 

invalidated by the tank of different kind, which perhaps leads to different discharge coefficient. 264 

 265 

 266 

Figure 5 Pulses produced by different tank and valve combinations 267 
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Results show a negligible amount of unsteady flow was experienced by all the combinations, 269 

which suggests reasonable accuracy in the measurement of building leakage is achievable for 270 

them all, more details are described by Cooper et al in [25]. By using different tank and valve 271 

combinations, the tank pressure drop rate can be affected, which in turn affects the ‘quality’ of 272 

the quasi-steady period of a pulse test because it determines how quickly the building pressure 273 

drops. This explains why the pressure decay section (from the point where the valve closes) 274 

can’t be used for data analysis as it is affected by the inertia effect thereby giving a poor 275 

accuracy. Such inertia effect is reflected by the pressure dip in Figure 5. Similar issue is also 276 

present when a building is too leaky or too large as in this case there is insufficient flow released 277 

from the unit to maintain a steadily decreasing flow, which is a matter of unit capacity and 278 

linking with more units can solve this problem. Nevertheless, for standard use the tank and 279 

valve combination needs to be configured correctly due to the considerations of its practicality 280 

and accuracy.  281 

 282 

The type of opening (building leakage pathway) determines the flow regime. The effective 283 

length of opening is discussed in terms of its impact on the inertia effect of airflow through the 284 

openings in the building envelope. Taking a pulse test with the 60-litre tank as an example, 285 

Figure 6 shows the percentage of unsteady flow given by an opening with various effective 286 

lengths. The unsteady flow increases up to 10% from less than 1% when the effective length 287 

of opening increases up to 0.5m from 0.05m. Hence, the use of the pulse technique could be 288 

limited by the ‘effective length’ of openings in the test building, which is a result of combining 289 

a group of openings in the test building, in various length, size and shape. In a way, this 290 

relationship can also be interpreted by the electrical analogy, i.e. it is similar to the effective 291 

overall electrical resistance when multiple electrical components with different resistances are 292 

connected in parallel. Hence, it is worth noting that the effective length of opening discussed 293 

herein is different from the dimension of a single opening, for instance, a chimney, but rather 294 

an effective hydraulic length of all openings combined [47]. Therefore, the effective overall 295 

flow resistance of a network of building leakage pathways is dominated by the ones with small 296 

flow resistance, such as short and wide openings. 297 

 298 



 299 

Figure 6 Length of opening (m) vs. percentage of unsteady flow  300 

 301 

3. Numerical validation of theoretical model assumptions 302 

 303 

The theoretical model described in the previous section determines the building air leakage rate 304 

by calculating the transient flow rate of the air pulse released from the compressed air tank and 305 

the amount of indoor air that has been stored within the building due to the compressibility of 306 

air during the pulse period. Apart from temperature measurements, these calculations largely 307 

rely on the measurements of real-time pressures in the air tank and building during testing and 308 

therefore the reliability of the calculations is determined by how accurately the pressure 309 

measurements represent the actual pressures in the air tank and building. To practically achieve 310 

a sufficient accuracy in pressure measurements in both domains using an engineering 311 

application, the pressure distributions within them need to be uniform. Therefore, prior to the 312 

experimental validation of the accuracy of the Pulse technique for determining the building air 313 

leakage rate, these two assumptions on which the theoretical model is based need to be 314 

validated first. 315 

 316 

3. 1. Model and configurations 317 

 318 

The assumptions were numerically validated using CFD simulation. ANSYS Fluent was used 319 

for the numerical simulation. Energy and momentum equations were discretized using the 320 

second-order upwind scheme with transport equations discretized using power law scheme. 321 

The SIMPLEC algorithm was used to solve the discretized equations.  322 

For the purpose of validation, the numerical simulation was based on an experimental study 323 

where a detached three bedroom house was tested by a Pulse unit with a 80-litre air tank. To 324 

save on computation time, the problem was simplified to a two-dimensional axisymmetric 325 
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domain as shown in Figure 1 in supplemental material 1. The compressed air tank had an orifice 326 

with a diameter of 19.1 mm and a length of 20 mm. The volume of the computational domain 327 

is 290 m3, equal to the volume of the house. The distribution of the leakage pathways in the 328 

envelope is not considered herein but represented by a circular opening with an area of 0.0404 329 

m2, which was obtained in an experimental study.  A mix of quad and triangular cells were 330 

used to mesh the whole domain with finer mesh applied to the areas inside and adjacent to the 331 

air tank for a more detailed computation. Coupled heat transfer condition was specified at the 332 

walls of the nozzle and air receiver. The building opening was set as pressure outlet with a 333 

constant pressure of 101325 Pa. Initially, the temperature in the whole computational domain 334 

was T0=288.16 K; the absolute pressure in the compressor air receiver and nozzle was 879200 335 

Pa and the pressure in the remaining area was set at 101325 Pa. 336 

The real time building and tank pressures are of interest. Hence, the problem was defined as 337 

transient. Considering the air is compressible, the air used in the simulation was treated as 338 

ideal-gas and the density-based solver was used to provide the density-pressure relationship. 339 

Energy equation was used in conjunction with realizable K-epsilon with scalable wall 340 

functions. Building opening was set as pressure outlet and the gauge pressure is set as 0 Pa (i.e. 341 

absolute pressure 101325 Pa), which means there was insignificant pressure difference between 342 

indoor and outdoor. Patch function was used to apply initial starting pressure to the tank air. 343 

The building pressure was not patched as it was the same with the operating pressure, i.e. 344 

101325 Pa. The size of the time step ∆𝑡 is determined by eq.(4): 345 

 346 

∆𝑡 ≤ ∆𝑥/𝑢  (4) 

 347 

Where, ∆𝑥 is the smallest cell in the domain, and 𝑢 is the corresponding velocity in that cell. 348 

The smallest cell is located at the orifice, which has a radius of 9.55mm with 9 cells, making 349 

∆𝑥 = 1.06 mm. The velocity at the orifice can be calculated using the flow rate as 𝑢 =
𝑄

𝐴
=350 

540𝑚/𝑠, where 𝑄 is the volumetric flow rate and 𝐴 is the geometric area of the orifice. Hence, 351 

∆𝑡 ≤1.06/540=1.96*10-6 s. In order to numerically calculate 1.5 second pulse flow, the number 352 

of time steps is determined as 1.5 s/1.96*10-6=764150, but for the ease of post CFD analysis, 353 

the number of time steps was set as 750000. 354 

 355 

The silencer, which is attached to the nozzle, helps diffuse the compressed air into the test 356 

building, consists of meshed steel housing and sintered PE. In the numerical simulation, the 357 

configuration of the silencer has been simplified into a porous jump media according to the 358 

flow resistance. Its parameters are listed in Table 1. 359 

Table 1 Settings of porous jump media 360 
Parameters Face permeability (m2) Porous medium thickness (m) Pressure-Jump Coefficient (1/m) 

Value 1e+11 0.012 1900000 

 361 



3. 2. Results and discussions 362 

3.2.1. Uniformity of air pressure in the compressed air tank 363 

 364 

The derivation of Eq.(3) is based on the assumption that the pressure in the tank is uniform 365 

during the pulse period. Therefore, the uniformity of air pressure over the time of testing needs 366 

to be verified. 367 

To provide an example, Figure 2 in supplementary material 1 shows the contour of pressure 368 

distribution in and around the bottom half of the tank at 0.0s and 0.5s. It can be noted that the 369 

pressure contour in the nozzle is different from that in the tank. That is caused by the airflow 370 

occurred during air releasing process but does not affect the pressure distribution in the tank. 371 

The pressure contour in the tank indicates the pressure variation across the air tank is minimal. 372 

To further check the uniformity of the tank air pressure, the real time variation of area-averaged 373 

pressure at top and bottom cross-sections were tracked as illustrated in Figure 2 (a) in 374 

supplementary material 1. Figure 7 shows the pressure difference between the two cross-375 

sections is unremarkable. Therefore, the pressure distribution in the tank can be considered 376 

highly uniform and only one pressure transducer should suffice for the measurement. However, 377 

the location of the sensor needs to avoid the impact of air movement for optimal accuracy. 378 

Hence, the mounting position should be distanced from the tank orifice/nozzle.  379 

 380 

 381 
Figure 7 Comparison of tank pressure variations during the pulse period in experimental measurement and 382 

numerical simulation with the area-averaged pressures at top and bottom cross-sections  383 

 384 

Figure 7 shows the transient tank pressures during the 1.5-second pulse period obtained in the 385 

experimental measurement and numerical simulation. The pressures given by the numerical 386 

simulation are smaller than those given by the experimental measurements, but within 2.4%. 387 

This might be caused by the difference in temperature condition between numerical simulation 388 

and experimental setup during the pulse period due to different heat transfer occurred through 389 

the tank and nozzle walls. Nevertheless, a good agreement between them was demonstrated. 390 
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 391 

3.2.2. Uniformity and invariability of air density in the building envelope 392 

 393 

To confirm eq.(3) is valid for calculating 𝑄𝑃{𝑡}, the density of air within the building envelope 394 

must be uniform and invariable during the whole pulse period. Figure 8 shows the density 395 

distribution of air around the nozzle when t=0.5s. It can be noted that there is a relatively 396 

obvious gradient of air density in the region near the outlet of the compressor nozzle. However, 397 

the area represents a very small part of the whole domain and the effect on the air density in 398 

the test space is highly likely to be insignificant. 399 

To check the uniformity of density during the pulse period, the volume-averaged density �̅�{𝑡} 400 

in the simulated building envelope is used. To confirm the invariability of the air density during 401 

the pulse period, the variation of volume-averaged density with time within the simulated 402 

building envelope is illustrated by a graph embedded at bottom left corner of Figure 8. It can 403 

be noted that, during the pulse period, the change of �̅� is very small, with a change of 0.06% 404 

during the period of 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.5. Therefore, the impact to overall density distribution caused 405 

by the uneven density distribution near the nozzle outlet can be considered negligible, and good 406 

uniformity is present in the test space during a pulse test. This result was agreed by an initial 407 

experimental study on the pressure distribution of a five-bedroom house [48]. 408 

 409 
Figure 8 Density distribution (kg/m3) around the nozzle when t=0.5s 410 

 411 



4. Experimental validations of the Pulse test 412 

 413 

Through development, the Pulse technique has utilised two different methods to deliver a 414 

known volume of air into the test building. The initial version (piston unit) relied upon a 415 

compressed air mechanism to drive a large piston to move over a set distance in a known length 416 

of time to introduce pressure change to the building.  The nozzle unit achieves such pressure 417 

change by discharging a pulse of compressed air into the building directly from a compressed 418 

air tank via a nozzle.  Both methods rely upon the same fundamental principle defined above. 419 

But the piston unit relies on the velocity of the piston’s movement, whereas the nozzle unit 420 

determines the mass flow rate more directly from the pressure variation in the compressor tank. 421 

This necessitates the measurement of tank pressure and temperature in order to calculate the 422 

flow rate of the air pulse released from the tank. Therefore, the experimental validations of 423 

current nozzle-based Pulse technique consist of the one against the original piston unit and the 424 

other against the conventional steady pressurisation method. 425 

 426 

4. 1. Experimental setup and testing arrangement 427 

 428 

The building used for the comparison between the nozzle unit and the piston unit has a volume 429 

of 136.1 m3 and an envelope area of 185.8 m2 with a cube shape. A sheltered chamber, which 430 

is 16 m3 in volume and 40 m2 in envelope area, was used for testing to compare the nozzle unit 431 

with the blower door technique. 432 

In the first experimental validation, the nozzle unit at stage 3 was compared with the piston 433 

unit at stage 2 [43]. In the second one, Duct Blaster B (DBB), a low range Minneapolis blower 434 

door, was utilised for comparison with the stage 5 Pulse unit. The DBB comprises a small 435 

variable-speed fan, a pressure-flow gauge, an adjustable door frame and a flexible canvas 436 

panel.  It is designed to take more accurate readings in the low range of fan flow than larger 437 

models. Therefore, it was utilised in the comparison tests with the PULSE-40/20 units, as listed 438 

in Table 2. 439 

 440 
Table 2 Pulse and blower door units used for comparison 441 

PULSE-40 (cased) PULSE-20 (without casing) Energy Conservatory Duct 

Blaster B 



   

 442 

The Pulse units incorporated a lightweight aluminium tank (39.8 litre and 20.1 litre) and a 443 

double piston compressor. The outlet utilises a ½ inch (PULSE-40) and ¼ inch (PULSE-20) 444 

(BSP) automated fast responding valve to discharge compressed air into the chamber from the 445 

air tank over 1.5 seconds. The corresponding pressure and temperature signals are taken and 446 

processed by the control unit.  447 

 448 
Table 3 Setup of the DBB and test plates in the chamber 449 

 
Setup of the DBB in the chamber 

  
Testing plate A with a number of well-defined 

openings 
Testing plate B with three circular holes (two extended 

by pipes) 

 450 



As listed in Table 3, two test plates were used for testing, herein named as test plate A and B. 451 

The test plate A has four square (150mm×150mm) and four circular (diameter: 50mm) short 452 

and sharp-edged openings in the middle of the plate, similar to holes that might be found in 453 

construction material layers or in window frames. Test plate B has three circular openings with 454 

tubular pipes connected to the top two openings. Plate B seeks to represent those openings 455 

found in service penetrations such as ventilation ducts or cable casing running through the wall. 456 

More details about the various testing scenarios are given in [49]. During testing, these plates 457 

were installed with screws on the opposite side of the fenestration where the DBB was 458 

mounted. Wing screws were utilised to fix the plate onto the external surface of the chamber 459 

wall. 460 

 461 

Eight different testing scenarios were achieved by sealing up various combinations of openings 462 

in the two plates. Table 1 in supplemental material 2 shows the details of how the eight testing 463 

scenarios were prepared using sealing tapes. Each testing scenario was named according to the 464 

testing order, from scenario T0 to scenario T7. For instance, the blower door tests were 465 

performed first in scenario T0. After the scenario T0 was completed, a piece of sealing tape 466 

was removed to introduce one more opening to the scenario T1, and this testing procedure was 467 

repeated until the scenario T7 was completed. The same testing process was repeated for the 468 

Pulse unit after the blower door testing was completed. One pressurisation test was run in each 469 

scenario while the Pulse test was repeated three or four times in each scenario, except scenarios 470 

T6 and T7, where the test could only be performed twice due to the time constraint at the end 471 

of testing. This testing arrangement allowed both testing methods to be subject to various 472 

leakage characteristics and levels. 473 

 474 

4. 2. Results and discussions 475 

4.2.1. Comparison with the piston unit 476 

 477 

Figure 9 shows the pressure pulses of five repeated tests. The curves are adjusted to account 478 

for any variation of ∆𝑝 caused by environmental conditions but particularly wind during the 479 

pulse period to obtain the building pressure change induced by the release of the air pulse [32]. 480 

Such process is done by fitting a curve to the background pressure trend given by building 481 

pressure before and after the pulse, and deducting the curve from the raw measurement. In 482 

Figure 9 (left) the wind effect is noticeable as indicated by the fluctuations before and after the 483 

pressure pulses, and the quasi-steady period occurs between 0.4 and 1.4 s. The calculated 484 

transient mass flow rate for one of the tests is shown in Figure 9 (right). 485 

 486 



  

Figure 9 Pressure pulses (left) and transient mass flow rate of the air released from nozzle (right) of five 

repeated Pulse test 

 487 

The good repeatability of the technique can be seen in the plotted ∆𝑝(𝑡)_𝑞(𝑡)  correlation curve 488 

in Figure 10, where the average air leakage rate at 4 Pa was 0.17598 m3/s. Further tests were 489 

done to assess the sensitivity of the technique by sealing and unsealing the openings around 490 

the test room door. The technique measured an average difference of 0.01626 m3/s, suggesting 491 

the technique is sufficiently sensitive to small changes in leakage. 492 

The piston unit (stage 2 in [43]) was tested in the same test room under the same conditions 493 

and the results are illustrated by Figure 11. A good agreement was observed indicating that the 494 

nozzle-based Pulse unit provided consistence results with the piston unit. Interestingly, it is 495 

noticeable that under the same pressure differences slightly lower values of leakage were 496 

consistently given by the piston tests. This discrepancy is attributable to an unavoidable leak 497 

of air from the narrow gap between the piston and cylinder wall during the piston test [43]. 498 

Therefore, slightly underestimated leakage 𝑄𝑃{𝑡} could be measured in the piston test because 499 

𝑄𝑃{𝑡} is obtained indirectly from measuring the displacement of the piston with regard to time 500 

using a cable extension transducer. Nevertheless, the results suggested that the nozzle approach 501 

is a valid means of introducing transient pressure change to the test building. 502 

 503 

  

Figure 10 Nozzle test results Figure 11 Comparison of nozzle and piston results 

 504 



4.2.2. Comparison with a low range blower door in a sheltered environment 505 

 506 

Table 2 in supplementary material 2 lists the leakage-pressure graphs of both tests taken in the 507 

chamber in eight scenarios. Crossover in data in most of the scenarios were achieved to provide 508 

direct comparison. For instance, in scenario T0 (Figure 12), the lowest point in the overlapped 509 

pressure range was at 10 Pa where the difference in test result between the both tests was 8.8% 510 

and the highest was at 18 Pa with 4.8% difference. The percentage difference of the test results 511 

in all testing scenarios given by both testing methods is summarised in Table 4. 512 
 513 

 514 
Figure 12 Testing results of scenario T0 [49] 515 

 516 
Table 4 Summary of test results given by the blower door and Pulse tests in all scenarios 517 

Scenario Range of crossover (Pa) Minimum (%) Maximum (%) Average (%) 

T0 10-18 4.1% 7.8% 6.4% 

T1 5-23 2.5% 7.8% 4.9% 

T2 6-16 0.8% 4.1% 1.6% 

T3 7-20 0% 2.2% 0.6% 

T4 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

T5 9-13 6.0% 12.8% 9.6% 

T6 16 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 

T7 14-20 3.8% 6.4% 5.5% 

Note: N/A means no pressure overlap was achieved. 

 518 

The results show the difference between both testing methods varies from scenario to scenario 519 

with the average difference ranging from 0.6% to 9.6%. Scenario T3 gave the best agreement 520 

followed by the scenario T2, both of which showed an average percentage difference less than 521 

2%. The largest difference was seen in the scenario T5 where four circular openings and two 522 

square openings were present in the test plate. The openings were lying closely in the centre of 523 

the test plate and hence large net fluid flow was generated through the test plate likely creating 524 

a ‘pressure sink’ near openings, i.e. non-uniform pressure distribution in the vicinity of 525 

openings. This might consequently lead to errors in the pressure measurement, especially so in 526 

a small test space and therefore produce larger percentage difference between the two. The 527 

average difference in overlap between the blower door and Pulse data is 6.0%. Although this 528 

testing does not yield a consistent offset that may be accounted for as all testing comes with an 529 

inherent level of measurement uncertainty, with BS EN ISO 9972:2015 [50] citing an overall 530 
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uncertainty of lower than ±10% in calm conditions for the blower door fan and the 531 

manufacturer citing ±5% uncertainty for Pulse measurements [25]. In this context, the level of 532 

agreement is generally encouraging, especially for test scenario T2, T3 and T7. A similar 533 

finding was reported by Zheng et al [42] in another comparison study where both testing 534 

methods were utilised to measure the leakage of a sheltered house-sized chamber, which was 535 

set up with various leakage scenarios and levels. Therefore, the Pulse technique is able to 536 

provide measurements that are in close agreement with the blower door method. 537 

 538 

4. 3. Error analysis 539 

 540 

The measurement uncertainty of the experimental validation is evaluated to assess the 541 

confidence level of the results. Considering the purpose of the comparison with the piston unit 542 

essentially serves the development of the nozzle-based Pulse unit and their working principles 543 

are similar, the error analysis herein is therefore focused on the experimental study where the 544 

latter is validated against the blower door unit. 545 

Theoretically, the overall error in obtaining the leakage rate at a given pressure level comprises 546 

those errors caused by instrumentation accuracy (bias), background pressure induced by 547 

environmental conditions (precision) and modelling (model) [24]. In order to illustrate the 548 

sources of error in obtaining the leakage rate using the Pulse and blower door methods, an error 549 

source diagram is created, as shown in Figure 13. Due to some similarity between both testing 550 

methods, five error sources are shared by them. They are mainly related to the measurement of 551 

building parameters such as dimensions, pressure and temperature as well as model 552 

specification. Other error sources are from the measurement of the airflow delivered by each 553 

method to pressurise the building. For the Pulse method, it is the combination of measurements 554 

of volume, air pressure and temperature of the tank that is used to determine the delivered 555 

airflow from the air tank corrected by the room air temperature, while for the blower door 556 

method, the delivered airflow is determined by the fan flow but corrected by indoor and outdoor 557 

air temperature. The overall error in obtaining the leakage rate can be described by eq.(5): 558 

 559 

𝛿𝑄 = √𝛿𝑄𝐵
2 + 𝛿𝑄𝑃

2 + 𝛿𝑄𝑀
2   (5) 

 560 

Where, 𝛿𝑄, 𝛿𝑄𝐵, 𝛿𝑄𝑃and 𝛿𝑄𝑀 are the overall error in obtaining the leakage rate, bias error 561 

and error of leakage rate at the quoted pressure level caused by the building pressure sensor 562 

accuracy and model error, respectively. 563 

 564 



 565 

Figure 13 Source of error in the Pulse and blower door test (BD) (Note: No.1 Building pressure represents the 566 

building pressure response to the added or removed air in the airtightness test; for blower door, it is the 567 

difference between indoor and outdoor pressure; in the Pulse test, it is the difference between indoor pressure 568 

and reference tank pressure ) 569 

 570 

Table 5 summarises the measurement uncertainty of each error source and the three main error 571 

types with the responsible error sources. For the model error 𝛿𝑄𝑀, it is defined as the deviation 572 

between the mathematical model predictions and the measurements. It should be noted that the 573 

model error herein is mainly determined by model specification but also varies with the 574 

measurement of chamber pressure. Hence, the model error appraised in this study also contains 575 

the impact of environmental condition to the chamber pressure measurement and an average 576 

error across the overlapped pressure range is taken for analysis. 577 

 578 
Table 5 Summary of error source for both testing methods 579 

ID Error source 
Accuracy (%) 

Blower door Pulse 

1 Building pressure (Pa) ±0.9% ±0.25% 

2 Building parameter (m3 or m2) ±10% [50] 

3 Indoor air temperature (℃) ±0.2 ±0.08 

4 Atmospheric pressure (hPa) ±3 N/A 

5 Modelling 0.45%-1.79% 0.60%-3.90% 

6 Fan flow (m3/h) ±3.0% 
N/A 

7 Outdoor air temperature (℃) ±0.2 

8 Tank air pressure (Pa) 

N/A 

±0.2% 

9 Tank volume (litre) ±0.4 

10 Tank air temperature (℃) ±0.08 

 

Error type Bias (𝛿𝑄𝐵) Precision (𝛿𝑄𝑃) Model (𝛿𝑄𝑀) 

Note Instrumentation accuracy Weather condition Model specification 

Error source ID 
Blower door: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7 
Pulse: 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9,10 

Blower door: 1 
Pulse: 1,  

Blower door: 1, 5 
Pulse: 1, 5 

 580 

For the Pulse measurement, the analysis of instrumentation caused error (bias) has been 581 

described in details in [42]. Due to the fact the test was carried out in a sheltered environment, 582 

the impact of the environment condition on the measurement of chamber pressure is minimised 583 

but still reflected in the reading of chamber pressure and therefore it is included in the analysis. 584 

The theoretical support of the Pulse technique is fundamentally based on the quadratic 585 

equation, which is used to understand the Pulse performance and determine a reliable 586 



configuration that is able to accurately measure the building leakage over a range of pressure. 587 

However, the power law equation, as widely used and accepted mathematical representation of 588 

the leakage-pressure relationship, is used in both tests to describe the building’s leakage-589 

pressure relationship for simplicity and user friendliness. Therefore, the error of calculating the 590 

leakage rate using the power law equation at the quoted pressure level due to the measurement 591 

accuracy of chamber pressure (𝛿𝑄𝑃) can be described by eq.(6). 592 

 593 

𝛿𝑄𝑃 =
(1±𝛿𝑃)𝑛−1

1
   (6) 

 594 

Where,  𝑃  and 𝛿𝑃  are the chamber pressure and accuracy of chamber pressure sensor, 595 

respectively. 596 

 597 

Using eq.(5), the overall error in obtaining the chamber leakage rate in the sheltered condition 598 

using the both methods in all the test scenarios are calculated and the results are listed in second 599 

and third row of Table 6. The results show that in the validation tests the blower door has 600 

delivered measurements with overall error below 3.5% in all eight scenarios, with most 601 

scenarios in close vicinity of 3%. For the Pulse tests, most of the scenarios have obtained an 602 

overall error below 3.5%, except for the scenario T5, which is slightly higher at 4.4%. 603 

 604 
Table 6 Overall error of both testing methods and combined error in comparison 605 

Scenario T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 

Blower door ±3.14% ±3.23% ±3.10% ±3.13% ±3.05% ±3.07% ±3.19% ±3.53% 

Pulse ±3.01% ±2.31% ±2.18% ±2.53% ±3.62% ±4.39% ±2.41% ±2.30% 

Comparison ±6.15% ±5.54% ±5.28% ±5.65% ±6.68% ±7.47% ±5.60% ±5.83% 

 606 

When both testing methods are used to measure the chamber leakage under the same scenario 607 

for comparison, the resulted maximum difference between the measurements given by both 608 

testing methods against the measured leakage rate can be calculated, as shown in the bottom 609 

row of Table 6. Compared to the average relative percentage difference between the results 610 

given by both testing methods listed in Table 4, the overall errors obtained in all the test 611 

scenarios fall outside the error range by 0.25%-2.13%. Considering the factors (such as 612 

equipment setup, chamber preparation etc.) leading to difference in the chamber leakage 613 

between both tests might not be fully eliminated during testing, such error is considered 614 

acceptable for the purpose of validation.  615 

The error analysis presented here only assesses the confidence level of the comparison between 616 

the measurements given by both testing methods as part of the experimental validation. In 617 

practice, the measurement uncertainty at the referenced pressure especially at a low level is 618 

often of concern due to the greater wind impact and should be discussed. However, for the 619 

Pulse tests in this study, the measurement uncertainty at 4 Pa falls within the reported values 620 

and therefore is not singled out in the analysis because it doesn’t add much value to the 621 

validation purpose and the wind impact was minimised in the tests due to the sheltered 622 

condition. 623 



5. Conclusions 624 

 625 

The Pulse technique for determining the adventitious leakage of buildings at low pressures has 626 

been developed to overcome some of the issues experienced by the conventional steady 627 

pressurisation method. As an unsteady approach, the challenge for the Pulse technique lies in 628 

minimising the inertia effect of unsteady flow through building openings, which is common in 629 

the unsteady flow conditions. The presence of unsteady flow adds uncertainty to the 630 

measurement and leads to compromised accuracy when it represents a significant proportion 631 

in the overall flow. The key reasons why the Pulse technique works are due to the consideration 632 

of compressibility of the air and the use of quasi-steady temporal inertia model, which is the 633 

underlying principle of the Pulse technique because it is able to quantify the unsteady flow by 634 

isolating the unsteady term in the momentum equation. Such that the correct unit configurations 635 

can be identified to deliver accurate and repeatable measurements. The theoretical model for 636 

determining the mass flow rate of the air pulse released from the nozzle is based on assumptions 637 

that the pressure distribution in the air tank and test building is uniform. Numerical 638 

investigations and experimental validations showed that the assumptions are true and that the 639 

results of both tests in a sheltered environment agreed with each other well. The experimental 640 

validations against the steady pressurisation method in various leakage scenarios under a 641 

sheltered environment where the impact of outdoor weather condition was reduced have 642 

achieved a good agreement between the tests by both testing methods. The error analysis to the 643 

experimental validations has proved that the results are reliable. Therefore, the Pulse technique 644 

can be considered a feasible and accurate low pressure approach for measuring building 645 

airtightness. 646 

 647 
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